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Surveillance to stewardship:
antimicrobial resistance in the ICU
• Locating antimicrobial resistance:
identifying the burden
• Drivers for antimicrobial resistance :
understanding the complexity
• Retarding antimicrobial resistance :
potential technological solutions
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Enterobacteriaceae resistance to cephalosporins
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Enterobacteriaceae resistance to carbapenems
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Carbapenem resistance & population movement
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• Locating AMR:
identifying the burden
• Drivers for AMR:
understanding the complexity
• Retarding AMR:
potential technological solutions
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Understanding the drivers of AMR - Expert opinion
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Understanding the drivers of AMR - Public opinion
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Increasing AMR:
Driven by antimicrobial use

Moore et al.
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2014;69(12):3409-22
Funders: NIHR

Increasing AMR:
Driven by antimicrobial use
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Increasing antimicrobial use:
In turn…..driven by AMR?

Rawson, Charani et al.
BMC Medicine.
2016;[In Press]
Funders: NIHR

Increasing antimicrobial use:
In turn…..driven by AMR?
A lack of:
Personalisation of prescribing
“I’m never sure when to follow policy, and
when to follow the susceptibilities on the
lab[oratory] reports for any given bug[microorganism]” SpR ICU
“what I’m not clear on, is how haemofiltration
alters antibiotic dosing” SHO ICU

“we had this obese patient and we were
treating them for nec[rotising] fasc[iitis] and
none of us knew how to dose the antibiotics
given [their] weight” SpR ICU
“The trouble is when micro[biology] tell you to
give a drug, and then you later find out they’re
allergic. Then you’ve got to call and get a whole
new plan” SHO ICU
“I had a real issue dosing gent[amicin] in this
one [patient] with endocarditis who was
getting renal failure. The guidelines didn’t help
at all” SpR ICU
“Antifungals are a nightmare, they always
interact with everything. And quinolones. You
need to watch for interactions all the time” SpR
ICU

A lack of:
Communication
“micro[biology] always give random advice. One day
someone will give you a plan, and the next day someone
else will change it” SpR ICU

A lack of:
Knowledge
“Some of the more random bacteria, and
particularly the fungi, I have no idea whether
they are pathogens or colonisers” SpR ICU

“juniors who attend the micro[biology] ward round are
variable in their note taking - particularly on why the
advice was given, and it is the why that is often important
in swinging whether the advice is followed” Cons ICU
“A micro[biology] consultant will tell me one thing, then
I’ll tell my [ICU consultant] and they’ll either choose to
follow the advice or not, usually dependent upon whether
it fits with what they wanted to do anyway” ICU SHO

“How do you treat Pseudomonas? One drug or
two? Everyone tells me something different?”
SHO ICU
“What I’ve never really understood is when
you treat a microbiology result and when you
leave it. Whichever I do [the infection
specialists] tell me I did it wrong” ICU SpR

“Micro[biology] can be part way through a prolonged plan
for a long-stayer, and then there’ll be a change in ICU
consultant, and they’ll want to go in a different direction,
without really getting to grips with the microbiology” SpR
ICU
“Microbiology and Infectious diseases are two sides of the
same coin, yet they think so differently sometimes. When
they bring that into their ICU ward rounds [which alternate
weekly] is can result in wildly changing antimicrobial plans”
Consultant ICU
“Micro[biology] ward rounds are all well and good, but
what happens at the weekend? We run a full [IC] team, but
we don’t get any micro[biology] input without phoning
around for half an hour” SpR ICU

“I get really anxious when the CRP doesn’t
normalise fairly quickly…within 48 hours… and
I tend to keep the iv’s [intravenous
antimicrobials] going until it’s under 10” SHO
ICU
“Since the lab got their mass spec[troscopy]
machine, there seems to be a lot more strange
bacteria being reported. I’m never sure
whether this is artefact, or whether I am
missing something” Consultant, ICU
“taz[ocin] / ceftaz[idime] and
gent[amicin]/amik[acin]. Why are there such
wildly different policies about these four drugs
wherever I go? It makes no sense” SpR ICU
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Enterobacteriaceae resistance to carbapenems
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Increasing AMR:
Driven by outbreaks
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AMR Outbreaks:
In turn….driven by antimicrobial use

Gharbi, Moore et al.
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AMR Outbreaks:
financially costly

Birgand, Moore et al.
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• Locating AMR:
identifying the burden
• Drivers for AMR:
understanding the complexity
• Retarding AMR:
potential technological solutions

Retarding AMR: potential technological solutions

1) Improved surveillance
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Automated surveillance for HCAIs

Freeman, Moore et al.
J Hosp Infect.
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Automated surveillance for AMR outbreaks
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Retarding AMR: potential technological solutions

2) Rapid diagnostics

Rapid diagnostics
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Rapid bacterial identification

Moore et al.
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Rapid outbreak identification
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Rapid AMR determination

Pitty, Moore et al.
ECCMID.
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But…..
“Would it help us if we could get ID and
sensitivities on the same day? …. if you know that
if the results say that there is no infection, that
was reliable, then you wouldn’t prescribe
antibiotics at all, but you’d want to be pretty
damn sure about it, you’d need quite a lot of
evidence both from extensive research and from
one’s own experience of it being reliable before
you actually eased back on your prescribing.” ICU
Cons, 51yoM
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Retarding AMR: potential technological solutions

3) Decision support

Decision support for antimicrobial stewardship

Charani et al.
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Decision support for antimicrobial stewardship
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